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 ADRIANA RADU– RIZ Program Coordinator

INTEREST OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES IN ROMANIA

 RIZ identifies partners for Smart City and Smart Village programs-priority 

infrastructure interest

 RIZ identifies partners for Romanian investment projects- public-private or 

private- private partnership -development projects in industry, agriculture 

and tourism

 RIZ identifies partners for bilateral trade relations with the local economic 

sector-import or export



 ALEXANDRIA  Municipality

 TELEORMAN County- Romania

 Population 50 000

VICTOR DRAGUSIN– Mayor of Alexandria Municipality

 Activities in AGRICULTURE, the advantage of fully exploiting the 

industrialization of raw materials, wheat, corn and rape, especially 

sunflower.

 Alexandria INDUSTRIAL PARK has 18.68 ha and can support light industry, 

such as farming and plant processing, especially sunflower. 

 Alexandria is located near the border with Bulgaria, the Danube River being 

an important export option.

 INDUSTRIAL SECTOR- ELECTROTEL SA- low voltage electrical equipment; 

AMERICAN PAN PRESTIGE - industrial  bakery equipments; SUPER 

EUROTEXTILA SRL - textile production;TIME INTERNATIONAL TRADING -

protective masks; SC FARINA COMPANY SA- crackers, pasta, bakery 

products; BULINE FARM - quail farm with a production of 50,000 eggs per 

day; KWS SEEDS SRL -agricultural research, variety improvement; EXPUR SA 

- grain storage.EUROSILOZ SA - grain storage; AGROTEL 001 SA - agricultural 

production. AGRINATURA SRL - cereals - wheat, rape, corn, barley, 

soybeans; AGROPEST SEED SRL -leguminous plants and oilseed plants.; 



RAMNICU VALCEA Municipality

 VALCEA County- Romania

 Population 118 000

MIRCIA GUTAU– Mayor of Ramnicu Valcea Municipality
 INDUSTRIAL SECTOR- the chemical industry (producing over 70 various

products, among which: caustic soda and ash, PVC, insecticides, alcohols,

polycarbonates, pesticides); the construction materials industry; the

exploitation and processing of wood; the machines manufacturing industry

producing equipments for the oil-chemical industry, the industry

manufacturing road vehicles, hydraulic elements; the energetic industry using

the potential of the Olt River; the light industry produces leather and

substitute leather footwear and clothes; the food industry -vegetable and fruit

cans, dairy products as well as refreshments and alcoholic drinks;

 City Hall manages the INDUSTRIAL PARK the land where it lies can be leased

for a period of 49 years and the industrial units located there benefit from

modern utilities-looking for a new partners

 TOURISM programs include routes on the Transalpina, treatments with 

thermal waters and salts from the salt mine, visits to monasteries, waterfalls, 

festivals and sports competitions



PITESTI  Municipality

 ARGES County- Romania

 Population 200 000

GENTEA CRISTIAN– Mayor of Pitesti Municipality
 The strategic physical-geographical location of the municipality, on the

fourth pan-European corridor and near the country's capital; The existence of

a generous economic and industrial infrastructure, developed mainly around

the construction of Dacia Renault cars; Connecting to the academic

component of the country, by operating two higher education institutions in

the municipality; High degree of specialization / qualification of the labor

force; Growing interest from local and foreign capital for business

development in the area;

 Pitesti need to build a few Technological, Industry and Scientific Park

 INDUSTRIAL SECTOR- FILDAS TRADING-pharmaceutical and medical 

products; LEAR CORPORATION ROMANIA-manufacture of electrical and 

electronic equipment for motor vehicles and motor vehicles; CONARG SA-

construction works of residential and non-residential buildings;CAROLI FOODS 

GROUP SRL-manufacture of meat products; SUBANSAMBLE AUTOGIC-

automotive industry. ;



REGHIN  Municipality

 MURES County- Romania

 Population 37 700

MÁRK ENDRE DEZSŐ – Mayor of Reghin Municipality
 INDUSTRIAL SECTOR - Remex S.A., manufacturer furniture; SC Bucin Mob 

SRL Reghin, manufacturer of softwood garden furniture, windows; Mobila

Dalin -producer of upholstered    furniture; Kastamonu Romania-producers of 

door panels; Amis Mob SA produces a wide range of wooden furniture for living 

room, bedrooms, halls, kitchen; Hora S.A.-oldest and largest musical 

instrument factory; Irum S.A.- company specializing in agriculture machine 

and equipment construction

 Reghin, unique in its beauty and history, called the "City of Violins", is

known for the violins created here resonating in major concert halls around

the world.

TOURISM -visitors can discover the oldest monuments of the city, dating from

the thirteenth century, can visit the castles in the area: Kendy-Kemény in

Renaissance style in Brâncovenești, Teleki in Baroque Transylvanian style in

Gornești, hunting castle in Lăpușna, Ráckisczi Castle Born from Gurghiu.



CARACAL  Municipality

 OLT County- Romania

 Population 33 000

ION DOLDUREA – Mayor of Caracal Municipality
 ECONOMY- tradition in the grain trade; strategic position, access to the Pan-

European Corridor IV, 45 km to Port - on the Danube, 60 km to Craiova Airport, 

Romvag Caracal -vagons producer; Consrep Construct SRL - construction for 

buildings; Romanița SA- Textile factory; Malina Lux SRL-manufacture of meat 

products; Ade Gas Oil Company SRL -wholesale of solid, liquid and gaseous 

fuels and related products; Darcons Adripet Assembly - special construction 

works; Eden SRL-special construction works; Pop Prodplast SRL manufacture 

of plastic packaging items.

Cereals-115,500 ha wheat, 100,000 ha corn, 90,000 ha sunflower, 14,000 ha 

barley. Agriculture and cattle raising have been the main occupations 

 City Hall looking for a new partner for investment in 5,26 ha—industry or 

agriculture processing activities. 

TOURISM- Caracal Theater-the great composer George Enescu gave several 

concerts in the hall theater; Constantin Poroineanu Park-25,5 ha; Romanatiu

Museum; International festivals; recreation activities on the Danube Rivers 



COMANESTI  City

 BACAU County- Romania

 Population 24 000

VIOREL MIRON– Mayor of Comanesti City
 ECONOMY- The wood processing industry is developed, here there is a plant 

that produces furniture, wood boards, plywood, timber. 

INDUSTRY - HOLZINDUSTRIE SCHWEIGHOFER – wood industry; RGS produces 

furniture for home, insitutions and hotels; ERGIO Comanesti timber frame 

structures-full timber frame panels; HS TIMBER Group- wooden solutions

City Hall looking for a new partners to develop new activities in industry and 

tourism

TOURISM- The magic of story places still attracts us irresistibly and fascinates 

our imagination, regardless of age, even in today's deeply technological age in 

which we live. Castles and palaces remain the spaces where fantasy projects 

princes and princesses, aristocratic and lazy, comforted afternoons. through 

the music of a piano or sumptuous balls, attended by the coat of arms, 

through the famous Ghika Castle



TOPOLOVENI  City

 ARGES County- Romania

 Population 10 600

GHEORGHITA BOTARCA– Mayor of Topoloveni City
 INDUSTRY -SONIMPEX Topoloveni plum magiun is a traditional Romanian 

product; MGC- traditional processing vegetables and fruits; The turkey-

investment of almost 2 million euros. GOLD PLAST- plastic products; 

Topoloveni Car Component (ISB); Faist Components S.A; BAMESA SA-Steel 

Services Centers                                                                                    

 The City's resources help an investor, to develop a guaranteed business, 

either in the formation of  collection, sorting, packaging, refrigeration 

centers or a farm for slaughtered animals. Viticulture is an important sector 

of the city's economy

 TOURISM- Attractions that have already been integrated in the national and 

international tourist circuit: Golești Museum; Râncăciov Monastery; Călinești

Monastery; Villa Florica (of the Brătianu family); Liviu Rebreanu Memorial 

House; Casa Dinu Lipatti; Curtea de Argeș Monastery; Cetățeni Camp; Vlad 

Tepeș Fortress from Poienari



LIESTI  Community

 GALATI County- Romania

 Population 10 500

IULIAN BOT– Mayor of Liesti Community
 The main activities of the area also target animal husbandry, by raising 

animals in a healthy, clean environment. Of course, investors find an 

advantageous business with us, due to the facilities created, due to the raw 

material taken directly from the manufacturer.  

 ECONOMY - Macelariile CONACHI—meat procesing stores; FERMSUIN FARM; 

SERBANESTI LIVADA FARM; SC VALGRIG - construction materials warehouse; 

OGELECTRONICA - AGROLAND chain of stores; IVAS AGRO – agriculture; 

AGROMIT GRAINS produces and sells cereals; SC MUNCOSTMAR GRUP SRL-

producer of vegetables and fruits; MIHALACHE MARIUS-farm sheep, goats, 

cattle; DIAMANT ALFA - construction materials warehouse, distributor of 

agricultural equipment, plumbing stores, appliances, home and garden; 

CHEMILOVA-cultivation of field plants, pond with fish-car 

 City Hall looking for a new partners for Industrial Park-having a strategic 

position, Liesti is close to the border with Ukraine and the Republic of 

Moldova, which allows us to talk about the advantages of export.



HOREZU City

 VALCEA County- Romania

 Population 7 000

NICOLAE SARDARESCU– Mayor of Horezu City
 ECONOMY - Horezu is known as an ethnographic center and as an old center 

of ceramics. From the point of view of traditional occupations, Horezu is 

known as an area for fruit growing, animal husbandry, pottery, logging and 

wood processing.                                                                                       

 TOURISM- Horezu offers a special tourism, dedicated to all lovers of 

traditions and history; Ceramics continues to be the emblem of the place. 

Horezu aims to highlight, both in terms of tourism and in terms of economic 

development, cultural, historical, traditional and natural heritage. The special 

concentration of historical and cultural monuments - with special mention for 

Hurezi Monastery - UNESCO monument, the richness of traditional crafts 

representative for the region - with an artistic component unanimously 

recognized by both Romanian and foreign specialists and the knowledgeable 

public (Hurez ceramics, wood. Sculpture , fabrics), local, traditional religious 

holidays - real ramps of affirmation for folk groups.



FAGARAS Municipality

 BRASOV County- Romania

 Population 30 700

GHEORGHE SUCACIU– Mayor of Fagaras Muncipality
 ECONOMY - INDUSTRIAL PLATFORM UPRUC-Production of tubes, pipes,               

tubular profiles and accessories therefore, of steel; FRENCH INDUSTRIAL 

PLATFORM-DEDIENNE -ROMANIA-Manufacture of other plastic products; ALUFIX 

SRL- Manufacture of plastic plates, foils; SEZAR FOREST SRL-wood                     

processing; JTTI ROMANIA SRL-Strap manufacturing; RONESANS SRL-Sawmills 

and planing of wood; ARPLAMA ROMANIA-Manufacture of other plastic 

products; AROMATICS FAGARAS; FICUS IMPEX; ARPLAMA; BERG BANAT; UPE 

ROMANIA; UNION OTEL; FILEOMERA; STRAPAGO; MELATERA; FENEC  RUBBER 

EASTERN EUROPE; GUERIN; Agriculture and livestock farming are long 

traditions in the mountain region. The sheep and cattle breeding were favored 

by the existing pastures and meadows.                                                                          

 TOURISM- FĂGĂRAŞ FORTRESS stands for the symbol of Făgăraş and of the 

county. It is one of the biggest and best preserved monuments of the country; 

Museum Fagaras County; Monesteries and Churchs old; Mountain Tourist 

Programs . 



SLANIC MOLDOVA City 

 BACAU County 

 PERLA RESORT – 4 * - Pearl in the heart of Moldavia 

PERLA RESORT HOTEL – 4 *
 Slanic Moldova is a spa resort of national and international interest, notable 

for its special natural resources - the third most ozonated air in Europe, 

unique mineral springs in Romania, forests as you can see

 the waters are chemically tested for the first time in 1852. Treatment based 

on internal cures covers a wide range of conditions such as: – Hepato-biliary 

diseases (chronic colicosis with or without calculus, biliary dyskinesia, 

postoperative liver disease conditions) – digestive disorders (chronic gastritis, 

gastric and duodenal ulcers, atypical chronic colitis, inflammatory colon, 

chronic constipation, post-surgical stomach disorders) – kidney and urinary 

disorders – respiratory diseases (asthma, allergic rhinitis, chronic 

tracheobronchitis, chronic rhinosinusitis – metabolic and nutritional diseases 

(obesity, diabetes mellitus – mild and intermediate forms) 

 80 rooms and suites, conference center, 2 restaurants, a modern SPA center. 

a treatment base benefiting from the latest generation equipment, a recovery 

center – kinetotherapy, indoor salt mine, games room, day bar



TULCEA City

 TULCEA County 

 ESPLANADA RESORT – 4 * Gateway to the Danube Delta

ESPLANADA RESORT HOTEL – 4 *

 Located on the banks of the Danube River, with a capacity of 104 rooms, 

combining elegance with refinement and good taste, Hotel ESPLANADA **** 

offers its guests comfort at international standards and tries to satisfy the 

most diverse demands.

 The rooms are equipped with air conditioning, hairdryer, bathrobes and 

individual slippers, make-up mirror, LCD TV, cable TV, minibar, tea / coffee 

making facilities, telephone, safe, Wireless Internet in all spaces and 

access - control VingCard. 80 rooms and suites, conference center, 2 

restaurants, a modern SPA center. a treatment base benefiting from the 

latest generation equipment, a recovery center – kinetotherapy, indoor salt 

mine, games room, day bar

 The ideal place for both business people and tourists, our hotel offers its 

customers, in addition to accommodation, three conference rooms, sauna, 

fitness room, coffee break, restaurant. The select ambiance of the 

restaurant, the unique panorama over the Danube river, can make the 

romantic dinner an unforgettable memory.



Thank you 

for your attention

For Further Clarification 

Please, Contact Us

Adriana Radu

Managing Director 

Avangarde Group Romania

RIZ Program  

www.investmentzoom.ro

+0040 31 424 94 96; +0040 724 044 909

adriana@avangardegroup.ro

ROMANIA
Legends and traditions of over thousands of years

Romania is one of the most important 

countries in Europe, for many influential 

people in the world.

With its amazing landscapes and history, 

attractive for skilled labor, profitable for 

agriculture and industry, important for its 

position, Romania surprises every day with its 

values.                                                                                              

RIZ promotes the economic interests of the 

City Halls of Romania and private companies 

in their communities, to attract foreign 

investment in industry, agriculture or tourism, 

to develop connections for bilateral trade, 

through export and import for raw materials, 

products and services, research for profitable 

investment or other commercial topics, 

import-export.


